PROGRAM

of «DIABETES AND RARE DISEASES», April 11-13\textsuperscript{th}, 2019, Albena, Bulgaria

V\textsuperscript{th} ISPAD/VAPES Postgraduate Course and Meeting “DIABETES AND RARE DISEASES”

\textbf{11.04.2019:}

13.00 h - Arrival and accommodation (hotel “Flamingo Grand”, Albena).

14.00 h – 17.00 h - GROWTH MEASUREMENT AND ASSESSMENT SCHOOL. Raoul Rooman, Belgium; Iva Stoeva and Sonya Galcheva, Bulgaria. In Bulgarian (only for local participants).

17.00 – 17.30 h – coffee break.

17.30 – 17.45 h – Official opening /Veselin Boyadzhiev, Violeta Iotova/.

17.45 – 18.30 h - THE ROUTINE USE OF DIABETES TECHNOLOGY TO INCREASE TIME IN RANGE. Prof. Tadej Battelino, Ljubljana, Slovenia

18.30 – 19.00 h - Pharma symposium (Shire)

19.00 – 19.30 h - Pharma symposium (Lilly)

20.00 h – Dinner

\textbf{12.04.2019:}

09.00 – 09.45 h – Pharma symposium (Pfizer).

1\textsuperscript{st} session. MODERATORS: VESELIN BOYADZHIEV and VILHELM MLADENOV

09.45 – 10.15 h – UPDATES ON XLH – DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT. Anya Rothenbuhler, Paris, France

10.15 – 10.55 h – PRELIMINARY OVARIAN FAILURE. Noah Gruber, Tel Hashomer, Israel

10.55 – 11.00 h - questions to the speakers and discussion

\texttt{www.vapesbg.eu}
11.00 – 11.30 h – coffee break

IIrd session. MODERATORS: MAYA KONSTANTINOVA and CHAIKA PETROVA.

11.30 – 12.15 h – THE NEW FINDINGS AND CONCEPTS IN THE FIELD OF DIABETES AUTOIMMUNITY. Matthew Johnson, Diabetes Genes, University of Exeter, UK.

12.15 – 12.45 h – CHILDHOOD DIABETES IN THE REGION. Sladjana Todorovich, Belgrade, Serbia

12.45 – 13.00 h - questions to the speakers and discussion

13.00 – 14.00 h – Pharma symposium (Sanofi)

14.00 – 14.30 h – Lunch break.

IIIrd session. MODERATORS: VIOLETA IOTOVA and IVA STOeva


15.15 – 16.00 h – DICER1 SYNDROME – DO WE REALLY KNOW THE THYROID? Marek Niedziela, Poznan, Poland

16.00 – 16.45 h - CAH SCREENING AND FOLLOW-UP OF PATIENTS. Anna Nordenström, Stockholm, Sweden

16.45 – 17.00 h - questions to the speakers and discussion

17.00 – 17.30 h – coffee-break.

Parallel session:

17.00 – 17.45 h – Lay public lecture. SILVER-RUSSELL AND SIMILAR CONDITIONS OUT OF BULGARIA – WHAT FAMILIES CAN DO TO IMPROVE THEIR CHILDREN’S HEALTH. Prof. Dr. Irene Netchine, Paris, France.

IVth session. MODERATORS: NARCIS KALEVA and DANIELA AVDZHIeva.

17.30 - 18.30 h – FREE COMMUNICATIONS and POSTER SESSION

18.30 – 19.00 h – Pharma symposium (Sandoz).

20.00 h – dinner.
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8.30 - 9.30 h - Pharma symposium (NovoNordisk).

Vth session. MODERATORS: SONYA GALCHEVA and RADKA SAVOVA

9.30 – 10.15 h – HYPOGLYCEMIA IN THE PEDIATRIC WORLD. Paul Thornton, University of Texas, USA

10.15 - 11.00 h – COMMON AND UNUSUAL CONDITIONS PRESENTING WITH NON-DIABETIC HYPOGLYCEMIA IN THE PEDIATRIC PATIENT. Senthil Senniappan, Liverpool, UK

11.00 - 11.25 h – EUROPEAN NETWORKING (ENDO ERN) IN THE CONTEXT OF HYPOGLYCEMIA. Sonya Galcheva, Varna, Bulgaria

11.25 – 11.30 h - questions to the speakers and discussion.

11.30 – 12.00 h – coffee break.

12.00 - 13.00 h – ESPE E-LEARNING ACTIVITY. Danielle van der Kaay, Den Haag, The Netherlands /interactive session/

13.00 – 14.00 h – lunch. FREE TIME AND DEPARTURES.